article, "Grammar, Grammars, and the Teaching of Gram mar," is the most widely reprinted article in Compo sition. That is, in Composition anthologies~here defined as collections of previously published ar ticles or book chapters, intended for, one, a readership ofschol ars new to the field and/or, two, Composition instructors, new or experienced-Patrick Hartwell's (1985a) article appears in more anthologies and in more editions of anthologies than any other reprinted text (see Table One ) , including such field defining works as David Bartholomae's (1985) "Inventing the University," Sondra Perl's (1980) "Understanding Compos ing," Janet Emig's (1977) "Writing as a Mode of Learning," Nancy Sommers's "Revision Strategies of Student Writers and Experienced Adult Writers" (1980) or "Responding to Student Writing" (1982) , and Lisa Ede and Andrea Lunsford's (1984) "Audience Addressed/Audience Invoked: The Role of Audi ence in Composition Theory and Pedagogy." Yet as Ubiquitous as it is, it has received very little critical attention on the college front in the years following its initial publication. The critical invisibility of the text seems at odds with its pervasiveness in anthologies. . Such tension finds a kindred spirit in this special issue of LAJM, where we struggle with the two different, but connected, questions: whether or not "grammar matters" and what are the "grammar matters" that define our times. In the pages that fol low, I don't profess to be able to answer either of those ques tions, or the many more that they spawn, While I have the data to illustrate that, at least to anthology editors and readers, Hart well's (1985a) article on grammar does "matter," I have strug mightily to understand the why behind the data. What is it about Hartwell (1985a) that is so appealing to editors, teachers, and scholars alike? What need does his essay fill? In this essay, I argue Hartwell'S (1985a) article stands in as a token acknowl edgement of the grammar issue as well as exemplifies modem college Composition's unease with the topic. Hartwell (1985a) gets repeatedly reprinted because, as a field, we are uncertain how else to talk about grammar within the limited space of a Composition anthology.
I
"Grammar, Grammars, and the Teaching of Grammar" regu larly claims prime real estate in many Composition anthologies. Since its initial publication, "Grammar" has been republished in six different anthologies for a total of fifteen editions. Of course, since the essay was published in 1985, some ofthe earli er anthologies-Tate and Corbett's (1967) Hartwell's (1985a) work without time travel (see Table 2 ). Thus, of the ten anthologies I've ered, Hartwell's (1985a) article appears in six, and was only eligible to appear in seven (The Writing Teacher's Sourcebook is the one anthology that his article could have appeared in~at least the second fourth editions~and didn't). The es say also appears in fifteen of the twenty potential editions of anthologies for which it was available (although it should be noted that the first edition of the St. Martin sGuide to Teaching Writing did not contain a section of the printed Thus, three-quarters of the editors who might have included "Gram mar" in their anthologies did so, and often repeatedly.
When "Grammar" was first published in CE, there were six immediate responses in the CE "Comment and Response" sec tion and one additional response that appeared a year later (see below). But since then, there has been no real critical atten tion paid to this text. "Grammar" has not been revisited in the The Language Arts Journal of Michigan, Volume Number 2, Spring 2012 essay, he argued against tra college ditional grammar instruction tion). As our dis in the classroom-the skills cipline ages, we and-drills that our discipline will have many early articles and most often associated with books to revisit the nebulous period when the and reconsider, problematically-termed «cur and so of course rent-traditional rhetoric" ruled no one journal or the classroom. collection can be responsible for locating and reas several decades' worth ofpublications. However, this complete absence of critical reflection intrigues me, particu larly considering the fact that we are repeatedly new comers to the field-teachers and scholars-to examine this text in the we provide. Yet as a field, we have not returned to it ourselves in any substantial way. Thus we run the risk old mistakes, our cur rent stances or the debates that frame our work, or incomplete, or even erroneous, messages to the next genera tion. We simply insert "Grammar" in anthologies in an effort to avoid revising that chapter of our history--one that might look very different through our current theoretical, historical, and pedagogical lenses.
Additionally, when "Grammar" first in it was the lead article in that issue----a clear indication of how relevant and the editor found it. For those of my readers not familiar with Hartwell's (1985a) essay, he argued traditional grammar instruction in the classroom the skills-and-drills that our most often associated with the nebulous period when the problematically-termed "current-traditional rhetoric" ruled the classroom. He exam ined the topic from several theoretical includ ing cognitive, linguistic, and psychological studies, situating his argument in both newer the time) and more familiar methods of analysis. He spent a amount of time reviewing the literature, a practice that served as more than good scholarship. Since most of the research, particularly empirical studies, indicated that traditional grammar instruc tion was unhelpful in improving student writing, his review of literature worked rhetorically and solidified his overarching argument. It suggested that what he had to say wasn't new at all, but rather that he was synthesizing past research. In doing so, he presented five different ways of about grammar and based at least three of them on work done pre viously by W. Nelson Francis in 1954 (Hartwell, 19858, p. 109) . He a deal of time on some of gram mar, while others were While I can't do to the more nuanced ways in which he described and argued for grammar in these terms and I can briefly summarize here the five types as Hartwell (1985a) saw them. Grammar 1 was defined as "the grammar in our heads"; Grammar 2 was more akin to the The Language Arts Journal of Michigan, Volume 27, Number 2, Spring 2012 descriptions that model the competence of a native speaker ... [and which] are the goal of the science of linguis tics" (Hartwell, 1985a, p. 114) ; Grammar 3, which he took more completely from Francis, was described by Hartwell (1985a) as "usage" and was covered more thoroughly, he sug by Joseph Williams' "The Phenomenology of Error" (p. 110). For Grammar 4, Hartwell (1985a) also relied heav ily on Francis's work and the work of Karl W. Dykema, who labeled this category as "'school grammar'" or "'the gram mars used in school'" (p. 110); Hartwell (1985a) noted that "Again and again such rules are inadequate to the facts of written language" (p. 119). Finally, he described Grammar 5 as "stylistic grammar," and cited Martha Kolin's definition of this kind of grammar as "'grammatical terms used in the interest of teaching prose (Hartwell, 1985a, p. 124 that what we summarize as "grammar" in the writing classroom was a complex, contex tualized process of about which enized grammar drills could not adequately address or teach. For Hartwell (l985a), Grammar I couldn't be taught; Gram mar 2 and interest in which was a different disciplinary field than grammar or LU'lllUI.J sition; Grammar 3 was usage, which could really only be responded to (or such was the argument of Williams, which
Hartwell
Grammar 4, as I quote above, had no he felt, in Composition; and Grammar 5 was about style, not grammar. Hartwell (l985a) was being particularly ironic in labeling these five different issues as "Grammar," since he selected five parts of traditional grammar instruction and showed how they either did not constitute "grammar" or how they were grammars that simply couldn't be taught. To make such an argument, he built on the work of others before him and acknowledged the concerns and arguments of both sides (even as he counted himself among those "who dismiss the teaching of formal [Hartwell, p. 108] ). His appeared a fair and balanced review and assessment.
The immediate-and perhaps only-critical reception of Hartwell's (l985a) article can be found in CE's "Comment and Response" section of subsequent journal issues. In this section, comments from select readers were published, and the writer ofthe article under comment was invited to respond to the comments on his/her article. For Hartwell's (1985a) article, the first responses were published in the October 1985 issue there were four critics published, and occu pied about nine and a quarter pages ofthe total journal. in the December 1985 issue, there was still another and another response on the part of Hartwell, four pages. Still later-Qver a year after Hartwell's (1985a) ar ticle was first was a final respondent. While I'm sure such a response was not unprecedented, it was remarkable for its size. and the Teaching of Grammar" struck a chord for more than one reader. The six critics had some level of agreement in their criti cism. Joe Williams (1985) and Carole Moses (1985) concen trated on the need for a "common vocabulary" (Moses, 1985, p. 645 ) when talking about grammar with students and writ ers. Richard D. Cureton (1985) , Edward A. Vavra (1985) , and Thomas N. Huckin (1986) , along with Moses, focused more on what they considered sloppy or questionable research cited by Hartwell (1985a) and, at times, inconsistent use of that re search to create his argument. Martha Kolin (1985) , the lone commenter in the December edition, took issue with what she saw as Hartwell's (1985a) lack of definition and the need for "clarification" of his terms and meaning (p. 877). She also took issue with Hartwell's (l985a) use of her research and publications (as did Huckin [1986] Kolin (1985) , he acknowledged a difference in "perception" but went on to say that "Professor Kolin is fiat out (Hartwell, 1985c, p. 878) . While several of the voices seemed a bit more conten tious than one would normally find in this academic venue, this didn't seem out of place the divisive nature of the at hand. Perhaps the criticismicommentary of most interest to me was Vavra's (1985) of Hartwell's (l985a) motives. In response to the last lines in "Grammar," when Hartwell (l985a) wrote that "It is time that we, as teach ers, formulate theories of language and literacy and let those theories guide our teaching, and it is time that we, as research ers, move on to more interesting areas of inquiry" (p. 127), Vavra (1985) responded with the following: Professor Hartwell should "move on," as he says, "to more areas of inquiry." At least he should move on to an area of inquiry. He notes that the issue was settled for him twenty years ago. Doesn't that mean that his inquiry stopped twenty years ago and that what he has us is the 'research' of a closed mind? (p. 649)
The Language Arts Journal of lYU'.llll'i,<U Volume 27, Number 2, Indeed, if "Grammar" was published in 1985 and Hartwell had taken a stance on grammar as early as 1965 ("twenty years ago,") Vavra had a to throw a questioning light on Hartwell's (l985a) motivation, methodology, and conclu sions. Hartwell (1985a) may have in his eager ness, or perhaps he truly did approach his research with a bias that colored his conclusions-he admitted, as I noted above, with the "anti-grammarians."
Like Vavra, that final line strikes a chord for me, as well, because I think it's a call that many have answered. Composi tion Studies in the twenty-seven years since "Grammar" first appeared has, indeed, moved on to new theories of language and literacy-the move to theorizing writing and consider ing literacy in its social context is largely what defines the decades following the essay's publication. The "areas of in quiry" in college Composition Studies are numerous, marked by more sub-disciplines than ever before. In a sense, then, Hartwell's (1985a) (2008) touched on this subject in interesting ways as he lamented the dated nature of some of our empirical research and called for more such research in the near future. Anson (2008) ground ed his call for action in response to a misrepresentative report issued by the Pope Center about writing in his own institu tion; he want[ed] to make a case for reinvigorating the re search agenda that helped to generate the field of composition studies and its related areas of inquiry. My point is this: if we continue to rely on belief in our pedagogies and administrative decisions, whether theorized or not, whether argued from logic or anecdote, experience or conviction, we do no bet ter to support a case for those decisions than what most detractors do to support cases against them. In stead, we need a more robust plan for building on the strong base of existing research into our assumptions about how students best learn to write. (pp. 11-12; emphasis in original) For Anson (2008) , the call was for more data and research to answer modern day "detractors" in our field. He suggested that earlier research in the field did just that, and, indeed, we saw Hartwell (l985a)synthesize such data. But since then, we have come "to rely on belief," and that is not sufficient in the current political and educational climate. We need more. Anson (2008) spoke specifically to research in grammar. While he grounded his argument in the more mammoth pub lication of George Hillocks (1986) , Research in Written Com munication (1986), Hartwell (1985a) did warrant a mention in Anson's (2008) article. In his discussion of possible alternate responses to the Pope article other than "'Iaugh[ing it] off''' (Anson, 2008, p. 16 ), Anson (2008) asked readers to "Con sider, for example, a response rendered in and supported by theory" and went on to list several ways to do that, including the suggestion "that the grammar of a language is not learned explicitly (Hartwell)" (p. 16, emphasis in original) . He re minded us that "Hillocks' meta-analysis ... exists in a tra dition of composition research that urges continued inquiry" (Anson, 2008, p. 22) . Anson (2008) acknowledged "That di rect grammar instruction has negligible effects on learning to write or improving writing ability is so foundational that is it [sic] not worth much continued exploration in the field," and went on to note all the ways that we could build on Hillocks' work in the field of grammar research because "countless questions remained about the role of grammatical knowledge in learning to write"; he provided an extensive list of sugges tions (pp. 22-23). Hillocks (1986) "urge[ d] continued inquiry" while Hartwell (1985a) suggested that inquiry in relation to grammar instruc tion is a dead-end. And yet, Hartwell's (1985a) article is the one that repeatedly gets reprinted. Of course, part of this is convenience--an article lends itself to anthologizing so much better than a larger book that would have to be excerpted out (particularly difficult in a "meta-analysis" such as Hillocks). While Hillocks (1986) might provide a platform to build on, Hartwell (1985a) does not.
So we come back now to the questions that began this es say-why does Hartwell (1985a) continue to be reprinted? On one hand, we see that he defined various types of grammar and effectively dismissed them from being taught as "gram mar" in the college Composition classroom (they may, as in the grammar that is style, be taught What does grammar mean in in a different terms of style, for example?
On the What is the role of linguistics other hand, we see that he ended in the CompOSition classroom? debate about the What does it mean when we "current-tradi respond to usage-and how do tional" model we do that? of grammar in struction-rote drills decontextualized from the actual writing that students do. Following the publication of "Grammar," debates about grammar in the Composition classroom were significantly re duced in the more mainstream college-level journals of Com position Studies. As Anson (2008) pointed out, it's a topic we, as a field, have not really returned to in any quantitative, research-based way.
Instead, we continue to print Hartwell's (1985a) article. "Grammar" serves as the token article in many of these an thologies when it comes to issues of grammar instruction. Given the confines of space, and the massive undertaking of compiling at least 150 years of journal articles, chapters, manuscripts, memos, calls, statements, letters to and from the editor(s), responses, records and minutes from proceedings and meetings, and ephemera, something has to be left out, and other works and texts must take on the task of representing as much or as many opinions as possible. When speaking of literary canons, John Guillory (1993) noted that "Canonicity is not a property of the work itself but of its transmission, its relation to other works in a collocation of works" (p. 55), and suggested that the real value is what the work represents . In the case of tokenism, we need to acknowledge what other
The Language Arts Journal of Michigan, Volume 27, Number 2, Spring 2012 works are being represented by the inclusion of one or two articles or chapters (in this case, perhaps the Hillocks [1986] work is by the more anthology-friendly Hartwell [1985a ] article).
Context matters: when in an an ar ticle or book chapter reads differently than when it was origi nally published in a journal or book. ment, editorial decisions (of omission, addition, abstraction), comments, headings, etc. all richly affect how we view the work.
When an thologies choose to Hartwell (1985a) Hartwell's (1985a) article. Some of the seem to be obvi ous, some puzzling, and some complete of Hartwell's (1985a) work.
Such diversity to light the real usefulness of token ism.
reducing an article or book chapter to a of its total or purpose, editors can or interpret it broadly. If context is crucial when "U""VIUE',IL texts can be convincingly included just by virtue of their placement and surroundings. Thus editors can make deci sions about how best to their anthologies and select materials based on those selections, or they can choose their selections and find ways to shoehorn them in. Yet despite the many ways that Hartwell (1985a) is classified in these anthologies, he is often one of the only, if not the only, nod to grammar instruction in the writing classroom. Hartwell (1985a) stands in for decades and avoidance in the field at the college level; he is the Miss Havisham in college Composition Studies.
The pedagogical implication of practicing tokenism is this: all facets of a sub-discipline or issue are never fully That's not surprising to anyone who has ever taught from, or even read, an anthology. Nor is it surprising to anyone who has had to teach a survey class any class, for that matSomething always gets left out; a story is only partially told. A modem liberal arts education rarely allows complete of any topic. In I doubt we know what that would look like. So Grammars and the of Grammar" appears as the token article on grammar, and in that inclusion, ;'VIII"'\lIl1J'g get excluded. Such is the genre of the anthollolrv. But beyond that, the continued inclusion of Hartwell (1985a) serves two purposes: it effectively ends debate-and thus inand research---on grammar instruction for those new to the field (instructors/scholars) and it allows those within the field to avoid or outright dismiss the topic I have assigned " from in a course, and I have never made further discussion of grammar a of the course. For me, Hartwell (1985a) is the token the and end of the discussion. And yet, as a Writing Administrator (WPA), I can say without hesitation that the role of grammar instruction is the topic of conversation with many of the groups that I serve: students in faculty inside and outside the department, parents, administrators, and the public. In my fonner tion, where I trained assistants, that was what many of them brought to that conflated the ww,.u.",,..,of grammar with the of writing. As my cur rent institution moves to a Writing in the sequence, that is the (and frequently from other and colleague said to me service course "You teach them the grammar and mechanics. We'll take care of the rest."
My point here is that when we critically reflect on the in clusion of "Grammar" in so many what matters in how we convey that-becomes very com plex. Do we, for example, include Hartwell (1985a) so that we can avoid talking about grammar issues with and preemptively dismiss criticism about the absence of traditional grammar instruction in Composition classrooms? Is it an to engage in continued inquiry in the even if, as Anson (2008) argued, that inquiry is neces sarv--m,ar new are Is it that the message that Hartwell (1985a) conveyed-that traditional grammar instruction as we knew it has no place in the modem classroom-is a dated argument that we nevertheless contin ue to promulgate by our anthologizing of the article? Or is it that Hartwell's (1985a) article does what it needs to do in the space we have available in these anthologies? Such ques tions that have not been answered elsewhere point, I argue, to Composition's unease with this topic on the level and with our desire to present one article, one as the definitive one in the field. My research, coupled with this spe cial issue and arguments from such critics as Anson (2008) , indicate that it be time to reexamine such a stance.
